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By Order No P-109-662 / 14.12.2018 on the grounds of Art. 4, para. 2 of the
Law on the Development of the Acadennic Staff in the Republic oJ'Bulgaria I
have been appointed for the preparatic,n of an opinion on the procedure for
obtaining a scientific degree "Doctor of ,Sciences" by the candidate Assoc. Prof,
Dr. Nikolay Todorov Evtimov on the to,pic "The role of II{GF and BDNF and
their receptors Trk-A, Trk-B, p 75 for th<z occuruence and metastasis of prostate
carcinoma" in the field of higher education 7. Health and Sports, Professional
Field 7.1 Medicine, Precision" Urologt ".
by Ass,oc. Prof, Dr. Nikolay Todorov Evtimov
is properly structured. It contains 232 pages. It is illustrated with 58 figures qnd
44 tables. The bibliographic reference includes 290 titles, of which 27 in the
Cyrillic alphabet.
The presented dissertation thesis

The concept of cell growthfactors - the dffirentiation andfunctions of various
cell types are regulated by specific signal proteins called cell growth factors.

Today, cell growth factors qre more tl:nan 50 in number and occupy central
locations in the pathogenesis of many diseases. In recent yeqrs, research has
also addressed the demand for intercellular interactions between stromal cells
and epithelial cells of the prostate gland.

Assoc. Prof, Evtimov has set a clear goal to establish and evaluate the
immunohistochemical density of neurotrophin expression Ir'IGF and BDNF as
well as their tyrosine kinase receptors TrkA, TrkB, p75 that regulate stromo-
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